The 29th PME research forum on theories included only one European perspective on mathematics education. In order to convey trends in theory usage in Europe we compile, survey and analyze a large subset of the research papers from the 4 th European Congress on Mathematics Education (CERME4). That is, this paper includes a discussion of trends seen within CERME4 reports 1 on theory usage by European researchers in seven of the fourteen working groups and (a) Outlines similarities and differences in theory usage and (b) takes a futuristic stance on ways in which researchers from different traditions could understand each other. Such an enterprise would further Hans-Georg Steiner's vision of bridging theoretical traditions which are independently formulated in different regions of the world.
Introduction
In the first part of the special issue on theories, Sriraman & English (2005) posed several questions to the community related to researchers' preferences of theories depending on their philosophical orientations and locations. Other open questions were how theories of learning were being used in current research, and what was required to propel the field forward? Another question was whether researcher's country specific location influenced the choice of frameworks? In this paper we embark on constructing preliminary observations which could lay the foundation of answering these questions for the mathematics education research scene in Europe, based on the reported research at the recently concluded CERME4 in Spain, 2005. Mathematics education research frameworks in Europe are much more heterogeneous compared to other regions of world, in spite of geographic proximity and shared borders between countries. The work initiated by Hans-Georg Steiner within the TME group started a dialogue between researchers situated within varying institutional, linguistic, political and historical structures. Given the political backdrop of Europe coming together under a shared economic structure, and the global nature of mathematics education research, we were interested in whether theoretical traditions within 1 In our tables we have excluded the very few papers from the US and Canada because of our specific focus on European theory usage. We also assume the reader has some familiarity with the canonical literature in the various research domains of inquiry of the working groups.
which mathematics education research in Europe is situated is converging towards uniformity or whether the view remains plural?
On a much larger geographic scale, based on his empirical analysis of PME reports from 1985 -2005 , Lerman (2006 contends that the multiplicity and divergence are neither surprising nor necessarily damaging to the field. Lerman observes that the plurality of theories can be traced to the intellectual communities and the creative products produced by the communities within which researchers are situated in. Within PME, these intellectual communities in the last 20 years or so have increasingly been sociology, philosophy, semiotics, anthropology. Similarly, based on his overview of reported research within the American context, Lester (2005) posited that researchers typically situated their research within a combination of theoretical and practical frameworks, which he termed a conceptual framework. However Lester pointed out to the problem of misalignment between researchers' philosophical orientation and the research conducted as a source of conflict when collecting and analyzing data. Both Lerman (2006, this issue) and Lester (2005) suggest we pay careful attention to the underlying inquiry systems.
Given this context, in this paper we discuss of trends seen within CERME4 reports on theory usage by European researchers in seven of the fourteen working groups. The working groups that we purposefully chose were (WG1) Metaphors and embodied cognition; (WG2) Affect and Beliefs; (WG3) Structures; (WG4) Argumentation and Proof; (WG6) Algebraic Thinking; (WG7) Geometric Thinking and (WG13) Modelling and Applications. The reasoning between choosing these particular groups was the specific focus on a particular aspect of mathematical thinking and learning and our familiarity with the established body of existing research. We summarize the theoretical frameworks used in research reports within these groups; discuss similarities and differences within frameworks used, and examine the issue of tendencies. We also try to take a futuristic stance on ways in which researchers from different traditions could understand each other and avenues of possible interaction. 
Working Group 1: Metaphors and Embodied Cognition

